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A comparative quantum chemical ( 3 method) examination has been carried out of 

lithiation/delithiation processes in Sin nanoclusters and mSin nanocomposites. These processes in the 
nanocomposites (25 and ~30 % , respectively) have been shown to effect slightly on the volumes and 
structures of initial ( mSin), lithiated (Lik=0-52 mSin), and delithiated (Lik=52-0 mSin) silicon-carbon matrices Si/ . 
Electrodes from such materials should not undergo destructive effect of periodic deformations in 
charge/discharge cycles. On the contrary, at lesser carbon concentrations ( 6Si13 nanocomposite, ~16 % ) 
lithiation results in the 1.8 times hopping expansion of V( 6Si13), and delithiation – in the change in structure 
of initial silicon-carbon matrix Si/ . For Si/  electrodes with greater (more than 37 %) carbon concentration 

m>18Sin composites), lithiation results in a monotonous increase in the volume (1.3 times for 18Si13 and 1.5 
times for 26Si13)  whereas delithiatin leads to a considerable change in the initial structure of  silicon-carbon 
matrix. 

Keywords: silicon nanoclusters, silicon-carbon nanocomposites, lithiation/delithiation, specific 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recently, electrode materials based on silicon-
lithium electrochemical alloys have been paid a 
great attention. Indeed, theoretically calculated 
specific capacity of such alloys, in particular that of 
Li15Si4, reaches 3579 m ·h/g, what is close enough 
to that of lithium metal (4235 m ·h/g) [1, 2]. 
Nevertheless, lithiation/delithiation of silicon 
nanoclusters results in the 2–3 times increase in 
their volume causing local mechanical strains in 
the electrode material and so in shunt contact loss 
and in a decrease n quantitative and qualitative 
cycling characteristics [2–4]. In [5] the 
lithiation/delithiation process was simulated taking 
Si12 nanocluster  as  an  example  as  well  as  LikSi12 
nanoalloys. The lithiation process (k  0–48) was 
shown to result in fragmenting the Sin nanocluster 
whereas delithiation (k  48–0) changed the 
spatial and electronic structure of initial cluster. 

Covering silicon micro- or nanoparticles with 
carbon is shown in [6–14] to result in an increase in 
the reversible capacity and the number of charge-
discharge cycles of silicon-carbon (Si/C) electrodes 
as  well  as  of  the  Coulomb component  of  the  first  
cycle. Si/  composites are produced by various 

methods: powdering silicon mixed with graphite in 
a ball mill, deposition of carbon atoms from gas 
phase (or plasma), pyrolysis of a silicon mixture 
with carbon-containing precursors [15–20]. Such 
preparation modes for Si/ -composites provide 
deposition or adsorption of both individual carbon 
atoms and their associates ( n, where n = 2, 3 and 
so on) onto the surfaces of silicon clusters with 
probable formation of more heavy fragments of 
both amorphous and ordered carbon 
nanostructures, in particular those characterized by 
sp2-hybridization of atomic orbitals (fullerenes, 
graphenes, nanotubes). 

This paper describes the results of quantum 
chemical studies on the electronic structures of 
Si/ -nanocomposites CmSin with various atomic 
ratios. 

MODELS AND METHODS 

The penetration effect of lithium atoms under 
lithiation into mSin nanocomposites on the spatial 
and electronic structures of nanoalloys LikCmSin 
formed was examined by semiempirical method 

3 by means of GAMESS program package 
[21]. The spatial structures of clusters Sin was 
borrowed from [5]. The starting coordinates of 
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carbon atoms in the CmSin nanocomposites and 
those of lithium atoms in the LikSin and  Li CmSin 
nanoalloys were determined by method of 
molecular mechanics by means of yperChem7 
program package, the electrostatic and non-specific 
interactions between the host cluster (Sin) and 
addition atoms (Li, ) being described adequately. 
So, found initial coordinates of the systems under 
study were used for calculations of the electronic 
structures of Sin nanoclusters, CmSin nano-
composites  as  well  as  of  LikSin and  LikCmSin 
nanoalloys. When calculating the volume values 
(V)  of  the  Sin subclusters in the nanocomposites 
and nanoalloys mentioned, the  2012 
14.083W [22] program was used. For all the 
nanosystems studied, spatial structures, atomic net 

charge densities ( ), the energy values for the 
frontier molecular orbitals (highest occupied HOMO 
and lowest unoccupied LUMO), and the local 
densities of the states over atoms (Si, C, and Li) 
were found. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Let us consider the structure of CmSin 
nanocomposites in detail, the nanosystems with the 
fixed number of silicon atoms CmSi13 (Figs. 1 and 
2) being examples. It should be noted that the 
accepted spatial structure of the nanocluster is 
consistent with those of the most stable isomers of 
nanocluster Si13 found by ab initio methods (DFT, 
UHF) [23–25]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Spatial structures, electronic and energy characteristics of Si13 nanocluster and of C13Si13 nanocomposite 
 

The results of calculations of the structure, 
charge distribution, energies of the frontier 
molecular orbitals in C13 nanocluster and in C13Si13 
nanocomposite (Fig. 1) testify as follows: 

1. Large positive charges ( Si>0) are located 
on the silicon atoms of Si13 subcluster in the C13Si13 
nanocomposite (as compared to those in the initial 
Si13 nanocluster) whereas carbon atoms in the C13 
subcluster of this nanocomposite are negatively 
charged ( i<0). 

2. In the C13Si13 nanocomposite a considerable 
redistribution takes place of electron density 
between the Si13 and 13 subclusters ( Si13>0). 

3. The electron donor capability of C13Si13 nano-
composite increases {EHUMO(C13Si13) > EHUMO(Si13)} 
and the electron acceptor one decreases 
{ELUMO(C13Si13) > ELUMO(Si13)}; in addition, a 
decrease is also observed in the width of forbidden 
zone E(C13Si13) = ELUMO–EHUMO (as compared to 
that  of  Si13 nanocluster) what testifies potentially 
greater electron mobility in the C13Si13 
nanocomposite. 

It is seen also in Fig. 1 that the marginal atoms 
of Si13 nanocluster bear negligible positive charges 
(0.070 ) whereas those in the C13Si13 nano-
composite reach considerable values (within 
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0.131–0.538 ). Carbon atoms in the C13Si13 
nanocomposite bear, mostly, negative charges with 
values within –0.265 to 0.583 . That is why the 
surface electrostatic potential in the nanocomposite 
should include both electrophilic (near silicon 
atoms) and nucleophilic (near carbon atoms) areas. 
Thus, when added to nanocomposites CmSin, 
lithium atoms should be stationed near electrophilic 
areas, i.e. near silicon atoms. The results obtained 
allow us to believe that the electrochemical 
processes of lithiation/delithiation in Sin 
nanoclusters and in CmSin nanocomposites differ 
substantially. 

In  CmSi13 nanocomposites at the values 
m/13 1, dimensions and structures of Si13 
subclusters do not change practically (the volume 
ratio V(Si13):V(C 13Si13) increases only for 4.5 %); 
at  the  same  time  all  carbon  atoms  in  the  

nanocomposite are stationed at the periphery of Si13 
subcluster (Fig. 2). 

In CmSi13 nanocomposites at m=20, 26, 39, and 
45 a considerable destruction is observed of the 
initial structures Si13 as  well  as  an  increase  in  the  
volume ratio V(Si13) / V(CmSi13) respectively for 
12.8 to 33.2 %. The structures of Cm>13Si13 
nanocomposites most probably resemble a solution 
of silicon atoms in a carbon matrix, what agrees 
with data [11]. The results of calculations of atomic 
coordinates of carbon atoms in Cm subclusters 
testify that at m/n 1 interatomic distances are more 
than 2.6 Å (there are no chemical bonds ). In 
the composites at m/n>1, carbon associates 2, 3, 

4 and so on are observed, interatomic distances 
being within 1.2–1.3 Å, what testifies formation of 
covalent bonds. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structures of CmSin nanocomposites 
 

The results obtained give reasons to insist that 
in the CmSin nanocomposites Sin nanoclusters may 
by covered with carbon coating consiting of both 
individual carbon atoms and associates Cm<4. 
Besides,  as  it  is  seen  in  Fig.  2,  in  the  
nanocomposites with enlarged carbon content 
(C39Si13 and C45Si13) Cm1<mSin1<n subcomposites are 
formed  as  well  as  silicon  Sin2 and  carbon  Cm2 
subclusters, lithium atoms being embedded into 
interparticle space. 

It is also follows from the calculations that an 
increase in the number of carbon atoms near cluster 
Sin surface results in a positive shift of the energies 

of frontier molecular orbitals HOMO and LUMO 
(Fig. 3 ); at the same time a considerable decrease 
in the width of forbidden zone E (almost for 
1 eV) is observed for composite nanosystems 
where the values m and n are close. The latter 
testifies the greater electron exchange mobility 
between Sin and  Cm subsystems in the CmSin 
nanocomposites. It should be also noted that an 
increase in the number of carbon atoms near 
nanocluster Sin surface causes an increase in the 
total positive charge on silicon atoms (Fig. 3 b) due 
to electron density transfer from subcluster Sin to 
Cm one where relative total negative charge is 
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accumulated. Besides, one can claim that the 
electrophility of CmSin nanocomposites is higher 
essentially than that of Sin nanoclusters. Obviuosly, 
this fact facilitates penetration of lithium atoms into 
Si/  nanocomposites. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Effect of the number of carbon atoms on the 

energy values of frontier molecular orbitals 
HOMO and LUMO ( ), on the total charge of 

silicon atoms (b) and local state functions over 
atoms Si and C (c) in CmSi13 nanocomposites  

It  was noticed in [5]  that  clusters  Sin had band 
structure of the density state functions whereas in 
alloys LikSin the electron systems of subsystems Sin 
and Lik were united into general one. Analogous 
picture is also observed for nanoalloys LikCmSin. An 
analysis of the frontier molecular orbitals ( HOMO 
and LUMO, Fig. 3 a) and of local local (over C and 
Si atoms, Fig. 3 c) density state functions testify that 
both electron donor and electron acceptor properties 
of Cm subclusters are determined by donor-acceptor 
characteristics of Sin subcluster  in  CmSin 
nanocomposite are determined by the concentration 
ratio of silicon and carbon atoms.  

In this study, the main attention is paid to the 
effect of lithiating Sin nanoclusters and CmSin 
nanocomposites on their forms and sizes (volume). 
Initial coordinates of litium atoms in LikSin and 
LikCmSin nanoalloys under lithiating Sin and CmSin 
were also calculated by molecular mechanics 
method followed by calculation of the electronic 
structure with semiempirical quantum chemical 
method 3. As examples, nanoalloys LikSi13 and 
LikC10Si13 (k = 0÷52, k/n = 0÷4) were chosen. 

Due to lithiating Si13,  a  LikSi13 nanoalloy 
(Fig. 4) is formed; at the same time, at k/n  3.08 in 
LikSi13 the volume of nanosystem V(LikSi13) 
becomes 2.9 times greater whereas that of silicon 
matrix (subcluster) V(Si13)  increases  only  for  
4.25 %. The increase in number of lithium atoms 
up to 42 (k/n = 3.23) and more results in the 
fracture of initial nanocluster Si13 –  smaller  Sin<13 
subclusters are formed, each of them having own 
lithium coat. This testifies penetration of lithium 
atoms inside nanocluster Si13. The total volume of 
Li52Si13 nanoalloy is 3.5 times greater than that of 
initial Si13 nanocluster;  at  the  same  time,  the  
volume of silicon matrix V(Si13) in the nanoalloy 
becomes 1.8 times greater. One can believe that in 
electrode materials of LikSin at the lithiation level 
k/n > 3.08 both silicon and lithium atoms are 
spread in the bulk of nanosystem practically evenly 
with formation of a lithium-silicon alloy. 

Unlike this, when lithiating nanocomposite 
C10Si13 (Fig. 4), its structure iss not changed 
practically, the volume values of silicon-carbon 
matrix V(C10Si13) increase only for 4.72 %. At 
k/13  1 lithium atoms do not penetrate into Si/C 
matrix but take places outside C10Si13 subcomposite. 
Analogous results are true for C13Si13 nanocomposite. 

Nevertheless, the process of lithiating CmSin 
nanocomposites at ratio m/13>1 (n=13, m=26, 39, 
45; k=4÷52) with concentration of carbon atoms of 
37.2, 46.1, and 59.7 % respectively occurs 
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differently. This is caused by destruction of the 
initial structure of Sin subcluster and by formation 
of carbon associates C n (see  Fig.  2)  in  these  
nanosystems, so the structure of silicon-carbon 
matrix at m/n>2 becomes more friable. In carbon 
Cm subcluster pores can be formed where lithium 
atoms are accumulated under lithiation, so that the 
limiting ratio of numbers of lithium and silicon 
atoms k/n (penetration degree of lithium atoms into 
silicon matrix) in such alloys can be greater than 
the optimum value (3.75) found experimentally. 

It  was  shown  in  [5]  that  the  process  of  
lithiating Si12 clusters resulted in their essential 
deformation caused by three time increase in the 
V(Lik=0-48Si12). Analogous regularities were also 
observed for silicon-carbon composites simulated 
by Lik=0-52Cm(0,6,10,18,26)Si13 nanoalloys (Fig. 5 , b). 
The volume values of Si/C nanocomposites after 
lithiation V(Lik=0-52Cm(0,6,10,18,26)Si13) (see Fig. 5 a) 
increase linearly (correlation coefficients of   
0.997–0.999) with increasing concentration of 
lithium atoms. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Allocation of Li atoms in nanoalloys when lithiating Si13 nanocluster and C10Si13 nanocomposite  
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Effect of the lithiathion process on the volume values of nanoalloys V(LikCmSi13)  (a) and of silicon-carbon 

subcomposites Vk(CmSi13) LikCmSi13 in nanoalloys (k  0–52, m 0, 6, 10, 18, 26) (b) 
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Quite another character of such dependences is 
observed for the electroactive part of Si/C-
electrode materials – Cm(0,6,10,18,26)Si13 subcompo-
sites (Fig. 5 b). When lithiating Si13 cluster within 

k/13 3.08, the volume of silicon matrix V (Si13) 
does not change practically – its average value is 
409 3 (±2 %). The increase in ratio k/13 from 3.08 
to 3.23 results in hopping increase in the matrix 
volume up to 697±8 3 (for 43 %), that value does 
not change practically due to following increase in 
the value k/13. Such an increase in V /13=3,23(Si13) 
(see  Fig.  4)  due  to  lithiating  Si13 silicon cluster is 
caused by formation of more small Lik’<kSin’<13 
clusters and, according to [11], can be determined 
by a change in the structural states of silicon 
component of the nanoalloy. 

From the point of view of the creation of 
promising Si/  electrodes, in this work such 
systems  were  simulated  by  Cm(6,10,18,26)Si13 
nanocomposites, their volume stability of silicon-
carbon matrix V /13(CmSi13) under lithium atoms 
penetration is determined by the percentage of 
carbon atoms in the composite (see Fig. 5 b). When 
lithiating the C6Si13 nanocomposite (16.5 % ), the 
volume firstly increases droningly from 445 to 
515 3 (for  ~16  %)  at  k/13 0÷1.231 and is kept 
stable up to k/13=3.692 within 1.5 %. At 
k/13=3.846 a hopping increase takes place in the 
system volume to 781 3 (for ~52 %) that value 
being kept stable practically under further increase 
in the concentration of lithium atoms. 

Lithating C10Si13 composite (24.8 % ) within 
k/13=0÷4 does not change the volume of silicon-
carbon subcomposite that value being equal to 
473 3 within 1.9 %. When lithiating composites 
with greater carbon content – C18Si13 (37.2 % ) 
and  C26Si13 (46.1 % ), the volume values of 
silicon-carbon subcomposites change droningly 
(Fig. 5 b) from 575 to 871 3 (inceases for 51.5 %) 
and from 870 to 1146 3 (increases for 63.5 %) 
respectively. The results obtained can mean that for 
Si/C electrode materials these is a clear limit of 
carbon percentage (~25–30 %) when the process of 
lithiating material does not effect practically on its 
geometric parameters (dimensions of CmSin 
nanocomposites). This fact coincides with the 
experimental data [11] for Si/  electrodes 
(sample 1) with the best field-performance and 
electrochemical data. According to our 
calculations, the Si/  systems with carbon content 
less  than  17  %  (C 6Si13 nanocomposites, 
samples 2, 4 [11]) or more than 35 % (C 18Si13 

nanocomposites, samples 5, 6 [11]) cannot meet 
the requirements of necessary mechanica stability 
as due to lithiation at k/13 0÷4 great volume 
expansion (>50 %) of silicon-carbon matrix takes 
place in such systems. Nevertheless, it is necessary 
to note that in the Si/  systems the limiting value 
of carbon content may also depend on the size, 
structure, atomic coordination type in Sin and  Cm 
clusters as well as on the lithium diffusion 
coefficients for silicon and carbon matrices [11]. 

One of the important merits of any 
accumulator is the number of charge/discharge 
cycles without noticeable worsening of the 
electrochemical characteristics of electrodes (here 
those of nanocomposite Si/  electrodes). It is also 
important for the charge/discharge process not to 
change the spatial structure (volumes) of the 
electroactive composite Si/  electrodes (CmSin 
nanocomposites). We have analysed this effect of 
carbon percenrage in the C10Si13 nanocomposites 
(24.8 % ) and C26Si13 (43.1 % ) for two 
charge/discharge cycles (lithiation – k/13 4 
and delithiation – k/13 0). It is seen from Fig. 6 
that the first C10Si13 lithiating cycle results in: 

 3.2 times increase in volume of Li52C10Si13 
alloy as compared to the initial one of the 
composite whereas the volume of silicon-carbon 
mtrix V (C10Si13) increases only for 4.5 %; 

 increase in electron donor capability and 
decrease in electron acceptor one (a positive shift 
of HOMO for 1.26 V and that of LUMO for 
1.07 V) as compared to those of the initial C10Si13 
composite; 

 negligible (for 0.43 V) decrease in the 
width of forbidden zone = HOMO LUMO. 

Delithiation of Li52C10Si13 alloy results in 
practically total recovery of all the characteristics of 
C10Si13 nanocomposite mentioned above. Analogous 
changes are observed in the second cycle. 

It should be noticed that the average volume of 
silicon-carbon matrix Vk(C10Si13)  in  the  C10Si13 
composite at the initial two charge/discharge cycles 
is kept stable within 2.4 % in both charged and 
discharged (lithiated) states. The total bonding 
energies bd for  both  initial  and  delitiated  C10Si13 
composites after two cycles slightly change – the 
average value bond(C10Si13) = –(1038.5±1.0) V. 
Analogous  regularities  are  true  for  the  C6Si13 and 
C13Si13 silicon-carbon composites. 

Unlike Li52C10Si13 alloy,  lithiated  Li52C26Si13 
composite after the first and the second cycles 
demonstrates 2.5 times and 2.3 times increases in 
volume respectively whereas that of parental 
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silicon-carbon matrix Vk(C26Si13) shows 1.56 times 
and 1.66 time increase respectively (Fig. 7). The 
volumes of both initial and delithiated C26Si13 
composites after the first and the second cycles do 
not change practically and their average volume is 
equal to 713±8 Å3 but cycling these systems results 

in the essential change in the spatial structure of 
C26Si13 silicon-carbon matrix (Fig. 7) – it becoms 
more friable,  pores and Cm(2,3,4) carbon subclusters 
are formed whereas the Si13 subcluster is loosen 
and destroyed. Analogous regularities are also true 
for the C39Si13 and C45Si13 composites. 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Changes in electron ( HOMO, LUMO, and bd)  and structural  (V) characteristics of the C10Si13 composite in the 

initial two cycle charge/discharge cycles (Li k=0-52C10Si13/Lik=52-0C10Si13 systems) 

 
Fig. 7. Changes in electron ( HOMO, LUMO, bond) and structural (V) characteristics of Lik=0-52C26Si13)/Lik=52-0C26Si13 alloys 

in initial two charge/discharge cycles 
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Lithiating C26Si13 Li (0 52) 26Si13 composite 
(Fig. 7) with twice as many carbon atoms as silicon 
ones results, like in case of C10Si13 Li (0 52) 10Si13 
(Fig. 6), in an increase in electron donor capability 
and in a decrease in electron acceptor one of the 
Li52 26Si13 alloy (a shift of the values HOMO and 

LUMO to more positive energies in both the first and 
the second cycles). 

CONCLUSIONS 

For Si/C electrodes where the concentration of 
carbon atoms does not exceed 25–30 % (model 
Cm=10,13Sin nanocomposites), the structural 
characteristics of electrode materials under 
charge/discharge are more stable essentially than 
those of relative silicon-based ones (model Sin 
clusters) or of materials with content of carbon 
atoms between 17 and 35 % (model C 18Si13 
composites). When cycled, such Si/C electrodes  

 

are capable to accumulate reversibly large lithium 
quantities and due to the stable volumes of 
silicon/carbon matrices should not undergo 
considerable local periodic mechanical stresses. It 
means that they can have more reliable electrical 
contacts between the active material and lead as 
well as more stable electrochemical characteristics. 

When cycling Si/C electrodes with carbon 
content beyond the 17 to 35 % range (model 
C 6Si13 and C 18Si13 nanocomposites) sufficiently 
large mechnical stresses take place, the volumes 
V(CmSin) of electroactive silicon-carbon matrices 
due to charge/discharge change for more than 
50 %. This can result not only in essential 
deterioration of lithium-ion batteries but also in 
their total destruction. Moreover, an increase in the 
carbon content in CmSin nanocomposites leads to 
the essential decrease in the specific capacity of the 
batteries with such electrodes. 
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